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Solo Tactical R / T 8x36 by Vortex is a handy monocular allowing for comfortable observation of the area. The
monocular is equipped with an adjustable Vortex R / T Ranging cross, which allows you to very accurately estimate the
distance from the target or check the accuracy of the shot. The handy clip gives us the opportunity to attach the Solo
monocular to a belt or tactical vest. Multilayer lens, provides better transmission of light. All this in a durable, waterproof,
lightweight and compact housing. Multi-layer optic cover Very good layers, which cover the monocular optics,
significantly increase the transmission of light. Layers were applied to all glass surfaces of the monocular.
Wodoodporno?æ Thanks to the use of seals, both moisture, dust and dust do not get into the center of the device.
Rubberized housing Provides a good grip, thus reducing the risk of the device slipping from the palm of your hand. Clip
This simple solution will allow you to attach the monocular at the belt, backpack or tactical vest. Cross Vortex R / T
Ranging Quickly track, rate distance and observe your goal. Technical parameters â€¢ magnification: 8x â€¢ Lens
diameter: 36 mm â€¢ offset of the exit joint: 18 mm â€¢ Blow diameter: 4.5 mm â€¢ linear field of view: 131 m / 1000 m â€¢
Angular field of view: 7.5 ° â€¢ minimum focusing distance: 5 meters â€¢ length: 12.4 cm â€¢ weight: 275 g Usage scenery
birds shooting culture sport Warranty Lifetime warranty * - if anything happens to your monokularem - Vortex will
repair it or replace it with a completely new one. * The warranty does not cover the loss, theft or intentional destruction
of the binoculars.
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